Learning from Historical Documents
A Federal Genealogical Resources Workshop for Middle Schoolers

Shalyn Rodriguez

Much of what makes up family history is first account information from family members. However, the federal government produces a plethora of genealogical documents that can be accessed on a number of government sources to help with researching family history. The tricky part can be finding government sources that are accessible at a middle school level. For this assignment, a workshop will be provided to teach middle school students how to find and utilize government resources while researching their family history for a school project.

The workshop will use former Illinois Governor Richard James Oglesby as a search example as the students research federal genealogical resources including census records, historical images, and military records. Handouts and activity sheets will be included for the students to complete as part of their training.

Lesson Plan: Learning From Historical Documents
Objective/Outcome
- To assist middle school students in using federal genealogical resources to research their family history for their school project.

Skill
- Ability to successfully find and use federal genealogical resources.
  - Ability to Identify Primary and Secondary Sources and Analyze Them.
  - Ability to utilize features of each federal resource to return results.

Target Audience
The target audience for this workshop is middle school students completing a family history project at their school. The students have started a unit on immigration, and their teacher has included a family history section so students can learn how families come from various areas of the world. These students have diverse backgrounds, and the amount of information each has on family varies greatly.

Material needed
The material needed for this workshop include a computer lab with approximately twenty-five computers. A projector and SMART board will be set up to show a variety of websites, photographs, and handout information. The handout will explain what genealogy is and how the government publishes documents to help people research their family history (see appendix A). A worksheet will also be provided for students to work together in pairs and learn how to utilize different government resources (see appendix B).

List of resources being used:
- Biographical Directory of the United States Congress (bioguide.congress.gov)
- The Library of Congress American Memory (memory.loc.gov)
- The United States Census Bureau (census.gov)
- ProQuest Congressional (congressional.proquest.com)

Program
Introduction
The introduction to this workshop will be scripted as follows: “Who can tell me what genealogy is? Where would you search for your family history?” (Class discussion.)
Skill 1: Ability to Identify Primary and Secondary Sources and Analyze Them

Step
1. Lecture—Introduction to Primary and Secondary Sources and How to Analyze Them

Task
1. Lecture—Introduction to Primary and Secondary Sources and How to Analyze Them. Instructor will provide an overview of genealogical research. Specific areas covered:
   - What is genealogy?
   - What are primary and secondary sources?
   - How to analyze primary sources

“As you can see on the screen (slide 1), there are a number of resources available through the government that provide genealogy documents, images, maps, statistics, and much more! Today we are going to learn about these resources and how to use them when searching for family history.

“The United States has been keeping records for many years. According to the United States Census Bureau, Congress assigned marshals of the U.S. judicial districts to begin compiling census records in 1790. Ever since then, the public has been able to access these records and research history!

“I want to show you a quick video from the US National Archives which shows little known items that they hold in their vaults. This will give you an idea of just how much information is kept and preserved throughout the years that people can learn about!

“You will also be completing a worksheet during this lesson so you can learn how to navigate through government resources. You will complete the worksheet in pairs, so please choose a partner and we will get started with the lesson.”

“This handout is a guide for you to learn about and use a variety of government resources when conducting your research for your assignment. Please become familiar with the resources listed on the handout.

“When searching for resources, you will need to make sure you are looking for primary and secondary sources. Can anyone tell me what primary sources are? Secondary sources? (Class discussion.)

“Now that we’ve had a chance to discuss the various types of sources, I want to show you how to analyze them to confirm they are proper sources you can use for your assignment. You’ll want to follow these steps when analyzing primary and

---
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Secondary sources (slide 2). (Open class discussion on steps of analyzing primary sources.)

“Great job everyone. Now that we know what primary sources are and how to analyze them, let’s get started on the various types of government genealogical resources.”

Skill 2: Ability to Utilize Features of Each Federal Resource to Return Results

Steps
1. Lecture—Introduction to Federal Resources
2. Demonstration—How to use each resource
3. Class activity—Practice using each resource
4. Wrap up—Using resources for homework assignment

Tasks
1. Lecture—Introduction to Federal Resources. Instructor will provide an introduction to federal resources used for genealogy.

“As I explained earlier, the handout provides a number of federal resources you can use to research genealogy. Let’s learn about each resource and what it covers.”

Lecture 1: “The Biographical Directory of the United States Congress is a biographical directory of the United States Congress. It covers years 1774 to present and allows the user to search by name, position within Congress, state, party, and year. Why would you want to use this resource for your family history assignment?” (Class discussion.)

Lecture 2: “Next, let’s look at The Library of Congress American Memory. This resource provides historical written and spoken words, recordings, images, prints, maps, and much more. It is a great resource to find various types of resources and is fun to browse through! You can use this resource to find various documents, images, and more of your ancestors and the areas they lived in, what was happening during that time and how it might have made an impact on your family.”

Lecture 3: “Familysearch.org provides a large collection of genealogical and historical records for those looking to explore their family history. This resource is helpful to determine where people’s families come from and who they are based off these accessible records.”

Lecture 4: “ProQuest Congressional provides legislative histories, bills, and reports, members of Congress, committee hearings, and much more to search through. You can use this resource to find topics brought to Congress that your ancestors might have been involved with.”

2. Demonstration—how to use each resource. Instructor will demonstrate each resource while again explaining how this resource will be helpful in researching genealogy. All demonstrations will be projected on SMART board so students can follow along on their individual computers.

“To demonstrate how to use each resource, we will use former Illinois Governor Richard J. Oglesby. We will start with a simple Google search so you can learn how to compare these searches to those using government resources. Let’s begin by typing ‘Richard J. Oglesby’ into Google search. As you can see at the top, there are approximately 1,740,000 results. You will not have time to analyze every source listed on the results page to determine if the source is useful for your assignment. What ways can you determine which results will be useful from a search like this?” (Class discussion.)

“A few of you mentioned the National Governors Association result for Richard J. Oglesby because I had mentioned earlier that he was a former Illinois Governor. This is a good website to look at to get some basic information.”

“We will be using the information from this page to help our searches in some of the government resources.

“Let’s remember his birth and death dates, where he was born, his party, the national office he served, and his military service.” (Write to the side on white board.)

Demonstration 1 (paired with Lecture 1): “Let’s start a search using the first listed resource on your handout: bioguide.congress.gov.”
“From what we learned through the National Governors Association page, we will input his first and last name in the required fields. Who can tell me what we should input for the ‘Position’ field? And how about the ‘Party’ field?

“With those fields entered, let’s search and see what results are returned to us.

“As you can see, we were able to locate Richard Oglesby by the number of fields we filled in. Why do you think we were able to find his information without having to fill in every field? (Class discussion.)

“Take a look at the Research Collections and Bibliography sections of the page to learn how the resource provides information for users.”

Demonstration 2 (paired with Lecture 2): “For memory.loc.gov, we will research a photograph of Richard J. Oglesby. Photographs and images are excellent primary sources to use in your assignment. To begin, select the ‘Browse’ feature at the top of the page. Next, we will select ‘Photos, prints’ under the ‘Browse Collections Containing.’ In the search field, type in ‘Richard J. Oglesby.’ This will return the result you see on the screen.

To find an image of Richard Oglesby, click on the link in the text “two hundred individuals represented in Hay’s album.” There, you will scroll down until you find Oglesby, Richard J. (Richard James), 1824-1899.4 You should see this image:”

Demonstration 3 (paired with lecture 3): “familysearch.org will show us census records, birth, marriage, and death certificates, military records, and much more. You can use this website to search for deceased family members or people of interest.

We will use familysearch.org to search for Richard J. Oglesby in the 1830 United States Census records.

“To begin, select ‘Search’ at the top of the page. A dropdown menu will appear and will allow you to select “Records.”

We will need to type in ‘Richard’ into the ‘First Names’ box, and ‘Oglesby’ into the ‘Last Names’ box. We learned from the previous demonstrations that Oglesby was born in Kentucky in 1824. We will use that information to help search in familysearch.org. Type ‘Kentucky’ into the ‘Birthplace’ box and ‘1824’ into the ‘Birth Year (Range)’ boxes. Scroll down and click the search button. Since I specified that we would be researching the 1830 United States Census records, we need to filter our results. Select ‘Collections’ and click on ‘United States Census, 1830.’ There, you will see a result for Richd Oglesby. When you click on it, the result provides information about the record, as well as a photograph of the census record. When you scroll down, you will see a chart that includes an affiliate name. The website has pulled the census record from the US National Archives and Records Administration.5

“Why do you think familysearch.org includes an affiliate name on each record page? (Class discussion.)

Demonstration 4 (paired with lecture 4): “For ProQuest Congressional, we will be completing an advanced search to find resources linked to Richard J. Oglesby. Select the ‘advanced’ feature on the homepage. As we learned earlier, Oglesby was a senator for 3 years. We will switch the field search from ‘all fields except full text’ to ‘Member of Congress (Cong Rec Bound and Cong Rec Daily).’ You will enter ‘Richard Oglesby’ into the correct name fields and for the date range, enter ‘1824
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Most of the portraits in Hay’s album are signed, greatly increasing their value. It was common practice during the war to acquire such portraits through gift or purchase, and then to the individuals represented, and hope for their return—signed. Thus on the back of many of the cards are notes requesting that the sitter affix his signature at the bottom of the card, high enough to be seen when in an album. It was also customary for many photographers, including both Matthew B. Brady (1823–1896) and Alexander Gardiner (1821–1892) whose work is well documented in this album, to keep stocks of autographed cartes for sale to successive album collectors. Hay was acquainted with both Brady and Gardner and went to the latter’s studio with Lincoln for the president’s sitting and separately to have his own photograph taken. He could quite possibly have purchased cartes from Gardner and others to supplement those he acquired directly from the sitters.

Hay thoughtfully arranged his collection of cartes in a decorative, leather-bound album patented by Albeaux & Company of Philadelphia on 21 July 1863. Like many such albums, this one has gold-stamped decorations on the cover and spine, engraved circular cover bosses at each corner of the cover, and two brass foreign clasps. The text block consists of a title page, a blank index page, twenty-five album pages, and a back flyleaf. Each album page holds eight cartes—four on the front and four on the back—inserted in recessed pockets. Since the cartes were placed back-to-back in the album, sometimes the ink instructions to one sitter bleed from the back of one carte onto the verse of another. The text block edges are gilt, as are the edges of the openings for each photograph. The openings have been numbered 1 through 200, possibly by the same hand who wrote on the first page “Do not touch the pictures with the fingers.” Of particular interest to book conservators is the album’s “hanged-back” spine, ingeniously engineered to permit flexible movement of the heavy, stiff-legged text block. The pages of the album are attached to the spine by leather hinges that are slotted and have metal pins inserted. Each pin alternately picks up hinges for the page in front of it and in back of it, forming a continuous attachment of leaves. As the pages are turned, they rotate on the pin.

This digital reproduction of the album allows viewers the opportunity to page through the cartes as if they were perusing the volume in Hay’s home. These “album page views” enable readers to consider Hay’s selection and arrangement of the photographs. For example, Hay begins the album with Lincoln followed by his vice presidents and members of his Cabinet. Elsewhere in the album there are groupings of politicians and military officers, with images of cultural and literary figures toward the end of the book. By selecting the “View these cartes” option from any of the album pages, readers may see the images as they would appear outside the album. Both the front and verso of each carte is fully displayed, revealing studio logos, addresses, and other imprint information on the approximately twenty photographers.


to 1899.’ This will return Congressional Records of which you can download the PDF and browse through proceedings:

1. Class activity—practice using each resource. Class will work together in pairs to complete federal resource worksheet.
2. Wrap up—how to use resources for homework assignment. Instructor will tell class how they can use resources to research their personal family history or a person of their choice.

Dissemination of Information

The resources I used in each demonstration are disseminated to the public mostly through online websites and databases. Many depositories were created to make the information more easily accessible, such as scanning in images, documents, etc., for users to view.

• Biographical Directory of the United States Congress (bioguide.congress.gov) is very straightforward and easy to use to research biographical information. This government website is accessible to anyone who has the web address. Once fields are filled in, results are displayed and provide information on whatever is selected. This resource is very specific in terms of the information that can be retrieved. It is a great resource in terms of navigation for my target audience.
The Library of Congress American Memory (memory.loc.gov) includes a variety of information accessible to users. The website can be accessed by anyone with the web address. Much of it is available to view online, however, some information must be viewed in person and provides where to find it or who to contact. Limiting searches through the Library of Congress American Memory is difficult to do. The results page only provides an option to view results as a list view or a gallery view. There are no options for an advanced search nor any limiters on the results page to narrow results and find exactly what the user is looking for. This is a more in-depth resource for my target audience.

The United States Census Bureau (census.gov) was more difficult to navigate through when researching. In terms of the public accessing census records, that seemed to be more difficult to find than searching for data and statistics through the bureau. The United States Census Bureau provides a website that users can access with the web address and allows users to download PDFs to view materials. For my target audience, it would more difficult for them to navigate the website since they are just learning how to use various resources for research.

ProQuest Congressional (congressional.proquest.com) is the most difficult of the four to access publicly. Users must have access to the database to research.
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information. However, the search features are better in that the advanced search option provides multiple ways to search for information and various resources within the database to search through. ProQuest Congressional is the most complex to use out of the four for my target audience. Middle school students are learning more how to use different resources to conduct research and this would be the most advanced they could start using. Accessing information is fairly easy once the user has accessed the database. There are pdfs available to view documents.

Evaluation and Conclusion
To conclude the lesson, the following script is provided:

“To wrap up our lesson, let’s go over what we learned today. You had the opportunity to learn about what government genealogy resources are, what primary and secondary sources are and how to analyze them, and a few of the many types of resources available.

“For each resource, we learned how to search for a person by using basic and advanced search features. We were able to research not only records, but images, charts, and documents that all related to Richard J. Oglesby. You were able to practice using each resource through the worksheets given to you. These skills will help you research information about your family or a person of your choice.

“Each government resource is included in your handout. Please hold on to those as you complete your school assignments so you can refer to them if needed. I am also available for appointments if you need additional help while conducting research. Do not hesitate to reach out to me by phone, email, or in person and I will help as much as I can.

“Thank you for joining me in this lesson today! I cannot wait to hear about your assignments when they are done!”

Summary
The topic for my final project was inspiring for me since I plan to continue working with children in a public library setting. Research is a huge aspect of librarianship, and I believe history is as well. The ability to show students how to utilize government genealogical resources helps strengthen their research skills to aid them in school and in life while helping my own research skills. Each resource I used provided a certain aspect of the example (Richard J. Oglesby) to show students how they can find a plethora of information, documents, images, charts, etc. that relate to what they are researching. I noticed as I started my research for this entire project that most teacher genealogical resources that are available when searching through Google are not centered around government documents. This realization made me decide to discuss the difference of results a user will get when searching through Google versus specific areas of government documents. I believe this can be addressed more in schools as well as in libraries. I believe librarians need to show teachers and students (and anyone else for that matter!) how this information is publicly accessible and should be utilized more than it is in classrooms.

I do think the government resources I used are more easily understood by older students. Much of what I researched and discovered would be difficult to teach to younger elementary students. I would like to see an increased effort within each government resource to have sections available for children to browse through. I know there are specific government websites that are geared towards children, like kids.gov, but they should not be limited to just one or two sites to experience the various resources available about genealogy and history.

Shalyn Rodriguez (srodriguez@shorewoodtroylibrary.org) University of Washington, LIS526 Government Publications, Head of Children’s Service, Shorewood-Troy Public Library, Shorewood, Illinois.
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Appendix A. Federal Resource Handout

Shorewood-Troy Public Library's Federal Genealogy Resource Guide

- **The Biographical Directory of the United States Congress, 1774-Present**
  - Allows users to search by name, position within Congress, state, party, and year.
  - Easy to use resource to find members of Congress.
  - bioguide.congress.gov

- **United States Census Bureau**
  - Provides users with census records of populations and housing in the United States.
  - Includes censuses, intercensal, charts, publications, and much more.
  - census.gov

- **The Library of Congress American Memory**
  - Allows users to search through historical written and spoken words, recordings, images, prints, maps, and much more.
  - memory.loc.gov

- **ProQuest Congressional**
  - Provides users with legislative histories, bills and reports, members of Congress, committee hearings, and much more.
  - congressional.proquest.com

- **National Archives**
  - Allows users to explore historical documents, photos, records, military records, student programs, and much more.
  - archivy.gov

For additional help and resources, please contact Thalita Rodriguez at:
- Shorewood-Troy Public Library
- 6900 Dowinholt Dr
- Shorewood, IL 60404
- 815-765-1735
- www.shorewoodtroylibrary.org

Appendix B. Federal Genealogical Resource Worksheet

Name: ___________________________ Date: __________

1. Go to the National Governors Association website and select a governor to use as your search example. List their name, date of birth and death, where they were born, and what state they were governor of:

   ____________________________

2. List two interesting facts about the governor of your choice:

   ____________________________

3. Visit the Library of Congress American Memory website. Search for the governor of your choice and describe ONE result you found. How did you search for them? Why did you choose that result?

   ____________________________

4. Visit the United States Census Bureau’s website. Search for population statistics from the year and state your governor was born. Share this information here:

   ____________________________

5. Log in to ProQuest Congressional. Use the advanced search option to search for your governor. Explain your search process and what was easy and difficult about using this database. Describe ONE result and why you chose it:

   ____________________________